


By Com2uS from the makers of “Summoners Wars”

Lucid Adventure Ranking No. 1 Warrior Becomes Lv. 1?! Help the Warrior become Rank No. 1 again in Lucid Adventure! 

Unique concept, solid storyline and attractive characters! 
Meet Lucid Adventure: Idle RPG based on popular Naver Webtoon!

Warrior, Dark, Sora, Heart Heater and Hohoians! Recruit various characters and upgrade them! 

Lucid Adventure: Idle RPG Features 

● Simple and easy gameplay! 
● No need for tutorials! Get right into the game! 
● Run the game and watch the characters get stronger! 
● The characters will level up even when you're not playing the game! 
● Explosive level-ups! Pouring Gold and weapons! 
● Log in to the game from time to time and get enormous amount of rewards! 
● Return and level up! Enjoy the fun of idle gameplay! 

This game is free to play, but you can choose to pay real money for extra items.

 ▶Lucid Adventure : Idle RPG is available in 6 different languages! English, 한국어, 日本語, 中文简体, 中文繁體 and ไ ท ย ◀.



Tip 1 – Spending Gems Part 1

There's many ways to spend your Gems, as they are a limited currency it is very important that you spend them on the right 
things.

Generally you want to spend your gems on Costumes, Bonus & Power Ups and Permanent Upgrades!

• Costumes– These give permanent boost to the whole party, even when not equipped.

The suggested order of costumes to get are as follows.

Weird Land Oz
Warrior Sora
The Nicest Devil Dark
Rank No. 1 Warrior
Giga Empire Constant
Dark Wizard Pooh Upooh
Dark PvP Helmet Lu Bu
Dragon Knight Heart Heater



Tip 1 – Spending Gems Part 2

• Bonus & Power Ups – There are several instances where spending some Gems will help you get a much bigger pay-out. 

Here are some of the suggested sections that it maybe worth spending some Gems

Offline reward- When you log back in from being offline you can double your EXP for the cost of some Gems, this is 
recommended to do, every time!

Hohoians & Character Auto Power-UP - (only if your not a very active player)



Tip 1 – Spending Gems Part 3

Permanent Upgrades– In the shop, under “God’s Blessing” you can buy permanent 
upgrades. These level up max to your current team level.

Below is the recommend order you should level and purchase these permanent upgrades.

1. Weaken Monster (MAX)
2. Increase EXP AMT (MAX)
3. Decrease Hohoians Gold Acquisition Time (Lv 10)
4. Increase Movement Speed (Lv 10)
5. Increase Madness Time (Lv 5)
6. Upgrade Golden Goblin Search Device (Lv 5)
7. Water Witch Upgrade (Lv 5)
8. Effective Mission (Lv 5)
9. Contamination Sensor Device (Lv 6)
10. Increase Offline Battle SPD (Lv 1) *can increase but this is an active game so better to play more then level this.



Tip 2 – Weapon Sets

Its recommend to Learn how to set and equip the right weapon sets in battle, they will make a huge difference in later stages of the 
game.

You are given 3 blank slots that you can customise to your own builds. I would recommend to set at least 2 of these for Farming 
build and Pushing Build.

When setting PvP weapon slot makes sure you also have the best team selected in the PvP option section aswell.

Note: Will do separate video’s for each of these sections 
soon due to their complexity. 



Tip 3 – Buy all Heroes

You should try to buy all the hero's and level them up as soon as you can. There are multiply benefits for this as shown below.

• At level 15 they give back 1400 gems and more from achievements and missions.

• Each Hero has unique skills that have team boosting effects

• Increase “Collection Effect” for even bigger team bonus!

• You can send out even more members in “Guild Search” for more rewards.

• More damage in “Subjugation Round” with more members.



Tip 4 – Guild Search

When you have followed the previous tips and have lots of heroes then its recommended to do lots of “Guild Search” missions. 
These send your Heroes out for a set period of time for rewards. The longer they are out the greater the reward.

I would recommend to check this daily and sent out Heroes as often as you can. This is a great way to gain plenty more 
sources 



Tip 5 –10x EXP Coupon

Always visit the Shop daily and go the “Ad” section and collect the “10x EXP Coupon Box”. This is available only once per day.

This will greatly help in receiving in receive much more needed EXP for your Heroes. 

Also note DON’T GO OVER STAGE 5900. If you reach level 60 then you will miss the daily video for the “10x EXP Coupon Box”. 
If you reach 5900, then it will be best to stick at this level and farm for a while. 



Tip 6 –Todays Lucky Man

This is available once per day. It usually pops up when you first log into a new day but if it doesn’t it can be found in the left menu 
under “Event”

This gives you 3 random drop rewards, usually one being at least Gems. It always starts on 1x multiplier. You can increase the 
multiplier up to 5x. You can either watch Ads or spend Gems to increase the chances of get a better multiplier. 

It is always worth spending some time watching the ads to increase your Multiplier rewards. In rare cases you might get 3 x 5x 
multiplier of Gems which means it can be a great source for Gems!



Tip 7 –Level skills

Each Hero will have a Unique skill available to them at intervals of every 5 levels. When unlocking new heroes and levelling them, 
always try to level them on these set benchmarks (5, 10, 15 etc) and unlock the unique skill. Most skills will have a team effect 
that will help greatly.

Try not to level them unevenly 4, 9, 14. This will be greatly waste of time on missing on extra bonus and pushing power for your 
team.

At level 30 skill you will be given access to unlock “support” skills. It is recommended to unlock these asap and level these. As 
them give team effects that that can be used, even without being in the active team! 

Extra tip – Choco and Pooh have great level 30 support skills, try to aim for these first. 



Tip 8 –Which Heroes to get first?

There's so many heroes to choose from at the start of the game, it can be daunting on which heroes you should get First.

My recommendation on heroes to get are as follows:

1. Oz – High DPS and covers Magic Flying Damage

2. Lu Bu – High DPS – good replacement for Warrior/Sora and cover Melee Ground Damage

3. Choco – Good to level high for Warp Stage skipping for quicker runs

4. Lime – Good support – will greatly increase damage if also have Oz and Lubu in team

5. Try to get all the other characters, in particular order.
   



Tip 9 –Hohoians

Hohoians are your money collector and are non-dismissible 

I would always recommend to have these levelled just as high as your current highest level character. Their first 10 skills should 
always be maxed out at all times.

Never forget them!

   



Tip 10 –Ask!

Lucid Adventure is a new game and is still evolving and as the game grows, so does its players. More and more people are building 
guides, tips, support and giving all their time and knowledge on making this game more fun and easy to play.

If you ever stuck on the game, hit a wall, confused about any of the settings then ask. You can find lots of guides online and there 
is also a dedicated discord server which I will link in the description on this video!

 You can always leave a comment if you have any questions and I will be releasing much more in depth guides every week so stay 
tuned for when those hit!.

If there is any particular guide you would like to see then comment below.

Also feel free to join my guild. Just search “Soulrise”.
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